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In the old days of the muscle car and the station wagon, almost no 
matter what car you drove, there were filters in there somewhere, but 
most people had no idea what they were and ignored them - and got 
away with it, no problem. 

Good luck to them. After all, who cares about these dumb-looking tin 
cartridges? Get out more; you know, get a life! 

But things aren’t what they used to be. Now you haven’t got a station 
wagon or a sedan with a six-litre V8. You now have a Mini, which is 
smaller, quicker, far more scintillating to have fun with when no-one is 
looking. You yourself have changed the rules by choosing what you 
have. 

 No longer do you have a carburetor the size of a window-
cleaner's bucket, where most bits of grit in the fuel would get 
through into the engine unnoticed and get fired down the header 
and out the rear to be lost forever in the dirt when Mr. Garcia 
wanders along with the leaf blower. 

 No longer do you lift the hood of a used auto and ignore the fact 
that the air cleaner has been missing for three years - and cure 
its starting problems by taking a twig out of the choke with pliers. 

 No longer do you have a sump under the motor that can take six 
quarts of oil, which could protect your engine internals for years 
on end within reason. 

What you have now is a 100 cubic inch motor in a car that in stock 
trim can outrun most of the big blocks ever made. It's not a Model T 
derivative any longer. It's a sports car you have here. 

Made not to impress, so much as to enjoy. 

But let's not start buying Newman's Own salad dressing to match the 
racy machinery on the strength of what some breathlessly call 
"technology." The same gizmos that are in a Mini are also in a Daewoo 
and a Kia. 

And although the stuff that makes the Mini do what it does ain't exactly 
used pinball machine parts, it's actually stripped more or less straight 
out of a desk calculator. A $1 type. 

These days, filters matter because they protect an engine that is working 
six times harder than they did in the old days - from dirt and grit in the 



air and fuel, and metal grit inside the engine. 

In a fuel injected engine like yours, the fuel enters under a pressure so 
high that if a pipe came off with the hood open, the jet of gas could wash 
the stripes off the flag at the next hole of the golf course, with you 
parked only halfway down the fairway. 

The pump that keeps up this crazy pressure and makes that fizzing buzz 
sound at the rear of your car is a very expensive pump indeed; a $300 
pump, in fact, and you don't want to be fitting a new one anytime soon. A 
bit of grit in that pump that was picked up last time Goofy dropped the 
hose on the ground at the gas station... that bit of grit could cause the 
pump to reduce itself to mustard paste. 

So on a fuel injected car, especially with electronic injection like yours, 
you replace the fuel filter on time and smile at the cost on your service 
bill. Big smile... it's worth every cent. 

Bear in mind, also, that when Volkswagen make the little Fox model in 
Mexico, the four fuel injectors for the motor cost more than the metal 
body shell of the car. You don't want bits of busted pump grit flowing 
downstream to the injectors. The fuel filter keeps them safe also, by 
preventing the suicide of the pump. 

With such a workaholic motor, clean air is also important - again on cost 
grounds. 

Inside the big air pipe under your hood is an anonymous little device 
called the Air Mass Meter. Its job is to constantly estimate the weight per 
cubic foot of air being sucked into the engine and feed the knowledge to 
the calculator parts in the engine management module. The idea is to 
keep the engine burning clean and reduce emissions by regulating the 
amount of fuel thrown in. This little thing saves you a heap of money on 
gas. 

If you pull off the highway in the sunshine and park up in the shadow of 
the supermarket building where the air is cooler, it will halve the amount 
of fuel used to park up and restart the motor. It counts the flow of atomic 
electrons in a tiny wire to measure the cooling effect of the moving air 
and so estimate its weight. That wire has to be protected from sand in 
the breeze. 

The next place that the air goes down that big pipe is the "throttle body." 
A lump of alloy, much like a carburetor, but like the air mass meter, 
violently expensive. The throttle body and the metal disc inside it 
regulate the flow of air to within one breath per week. What these two 
parts do not want is a stream of sand or grit from a ripped old air filter 
sandblasting them out of operating range. 

In the same way that Canon and Pentax do not prove the quality of their 
cameras by filling them with sand and just shaking them empty, the 
makers of fuel injection parts don't figure on sand or grit either. Zero is 



enough. 

Both the Air Mass Meter and the Throttle Body are parts of far greater 
precision than the microscope that was used historically to discover 
bacteria. 

Air filters, huh? In a hot climate? Just do it. 

Last is the oil filter. 

The flow of oil in a modern engine is high. All three quarts do a full lap, 
all the way round the motor and back to the pump in less than ten 
seconds. 

In such an environment, the oil does not simply lubricate the motor, it 
cools the parts where the water from the radiator cannot reach. Water 
boils at 100 degrees C, but oil does not. It is a fabulous coolant. 

Unfortunately, as the engine wears, which it does constantly, the metal 
grit produced flows around with the oil. 

That little cartridge, no bigger than your hand, catches the whole lot and 
takes it to the dumpster. 

In cost terms, compared to the old muscle car or station wagon of the 
sixties, it's equivalent to a total rip down overhaul every year, all for a 
ten-buck filter. All without disturbing any internal parts. 

It's the engineering dream come true. Maintenance without disturbance. 

As a final point, to keep the cherry on your cake... none of us are NASA, 
bankrolled by the taxpayer, so pretty please, with sugar on top... use 
genuine parts! 

Next time on Get A Life, how to prevent death with a metal hat! 

Best Regards, Mr. T. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


